Unambiguous and direct measurements of single spin moments remains an elusive goal which has yet to be reproducibly demonstrated. Upon approaching the quantum limit for magnetic entities and magnetic interactions, the ability to make distinct determinations of single magnetic moments is crucial to deeper understand the magnetic environment.

In 1989, Manassen *et al*.[@b1] measured current-current correlations induced peaks in the power spectra of the tunneling current associated with precession of a local paramagnetic moment (electron spin resonance -- ESR), using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), ESR-STM. While controversial at the time, these measurements have not only been refined[@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6] and put into theoretical context[@b7][@b8][@b9], but also been independently reproduced in different systems[@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14]. For a more thorough review we refer to ref. [@b15].

Read-out of a single paramagnetic moment has been achieved in different all-electrical designs, e.g., semi-conducting field effect transistors[@b16], double quantum dots working in the Pauli spin-blockade regime[@b17][@b18] and spin-valley regime[@b19], as well as in optical measurements of, e.g., nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond[@b20]. Theoretically, the field has witnessed a huge progress for various single spin set-ups[@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31]. The full potential of single spin ESR, especially all electrical, has yet to be considered. While most approaches bear the necessity of an oscillating magnetic field which can be tuned into the frequency of the time-fluctuating spin moment[@b1][@b2][@b10][@b16][@b17][@b20], ESR has been achieved in absence of such field[@b18][@b32]. The use of oscillating magnetic fields is a great disadvantage since generating strong and localized magnetic fields, necessary for addressing single spins, is technically challenging. Ways to circumvent the difficulties associated with high frequency electromagnetic field generation were exploited in[@b33][@b34], where high frequency photons were generated in Josephson junction design.

Motivated by the recent experimental progress reported in[@b32], in this article we propose a different set-up in which only a static magnetic field is necessary whereas an external frequency is brought into the system through a time-dependent electric field. This technique is available for spin polarized tunneling currents which generate an asymmetry in the spin resolved conductance channels that is sensitive to low energy fluctuations in the localized magnetic moment that is embedded in the tunnel junction. As the tunneling electrons couple to the localized magnetic moment via exchange, the frequencies of the temporal spin fluctuations in the molecule mix with the frequency of the electric field, and through this coupling the spin polarized current picks up the frequencies corresponding to the low energy spectrum of the magnetic sample. We expect that this approach is applicable both in conventional break junctions with spin polarized leads and spin polarized (SP) STM.

The electric field that is employed as a driving source for the spin transitions does not provide spin angular momentum to the system. Therefore, an ESR signal can only be measured for spins in which transitions between the ground and first excited states that are spin angular momentum conservative. We show that the spin polarized current itself generates the corresponding transverse anisotropy field which is sufficient to support such transitions and, hence, an ESR signal for integer (1, 3, \...) spins. We also explain why this field is not sufficient to generate an ESR signal for half integer (1/2, 3/2, \...) spins. Our proposed model is, therefore, capable of explaining both the ESR measurements using SP-STM *and* the different results on Fe (*S* = 2) and Co (*S* = 3/2) observed in ref. [@b32].

It is important to point out that the effect predicted in this article generates a different type of ESR compared to conventional approaches. Typically, ESR is considered as noise spectroscopy for transitions between different spin states, such that the static field induced Zeeman split is detuned by the frequency of an oscillating field that provides a coupling between the spin states. Here, we show that the spin polarized tunneling current comprise a component proportional to 〈*S*~*z*~〉 such that ESR between the ground and first excited states are picked up directly as a time-dependent component in the total current. The effect may, therefore, be used to probe the low energy spin states in molecular magnetic compounds, e.g., Cr~8~, Cr~7~Ni, Fe~4~[@b35], or paramagnetic *M*-phthalocyanine, where M denotes a transition metal element[@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39], and other suitable compounds[@b32][@b36].

Results
=======

Time-dependent tunneling current
--------------------------------

For the sake of argument and in order to demonstrate the gross effect, we derive the tunneling current within a model comprising the salient features of the physics we consider. The set-up consists of a single spin **S**(*t*) embedded in the tunnel junction between two metallic leads, see [Fig. 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} for schematics. We model the system through the Hamiltonian

where denotes the Hamiltonian for the left (*L*) and right (*R*) lead, whereas (*c*~**k***σ*~) creates (annihiliates) an electron at the energy *ε*~**k***σ*~ with momentum **k** and spin *σ* = ↑, ↓. The contribution defines the model for the local spin and will be discussed in more detail later. Tunneling between the leads in presence of the local spin is modeled by , where we use **p** (**q**) for states in the left (right) lead and where . Here, **σ** and **σ**^0^ are the Pauli matrix vector and identity matrix, respectively.

We derive the tunneling current up to quadratic order in the tunneling rate. Hence, the time-dependent tunneling current *I*(*t*, *V*) across the junction can be written

where the operator . The functional form of the tunneling matrix allows for partition of the current into three components [@b40][@b41], each of which represents a different tunneling processes. The first component, , does not couple directly to **S**, but merely provides a stationary back-ground current. The third contribution, , provides a coupling to the spin noise 〈**S**(*t*)**S**(*t*′)〉, which has been extensively discussed previously[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b15]. Under stationary voltage bias, however, this component is also stationary. Hence, as these contributions are stationary, they will be omitted in the following discussion.

In contrast, the second contribution, *I*^(2)^(*t*, *V*) ∝ *T*~0~*T*~1~, contains a direct coupling to the local spin and its dynamics. We write this contribution as

where Φ(*t*, *t*′) describes the correlations between electrons tunneling through the junction[@b41].

Notice that our formulation of the ESR differ from previous studies[@b7][@b8][@b9][@b15] at this point, since we go beyond the adiabatic approximation for the spin even though the time-scales of the spin and electronic degrees of freedom may be significantly different. Hence, by taking into account the full time-evolution of the local spin, it becomes obvious from [Eq. (3)](#eq13){ref-type="disp-formula"} that the time-evolution of the tunneling current directly depends on the dynamics of the local spin moment. As we shall see below, this current component is modulated by the precession of the local spin.

We can obtain a simple estimate of the expected time-dependent contribution to the current by neglecting the back-action from the localized spin on the tunneling electrons. Hence, the electronic degrees of freedom become time-independent and we can integrate out the time variable *t*′ and write the current *I*^(2)^ as

where , with

where *f*(*x*) is the Fermi function, whereas *δ* \> 0 is infinitesimal.

The current given in [Eq. (4)](#eq14){ref-type="disp-formula"} includes a time-dependence which involve the temporal fluctuations of the local spin moment. This is significant since it provides a convolution between the local spin moment and the density of tunneling electron states, which open for the opportunity to tune in the voltage bias near the spin excitations and into a regime with a resonant tunneling current. The presence of the Pauli matrix in [Eq. (5)](#eq16){ref-type="disp-formula"} emphasizes that this time-dependent contribution to the tunneling current is non-vanishing only whenever there is an asymmetry between the spin-channels in the system, i.e. a finite spin-polarization. This is most easily seen by converting the momentum summations to energy integrations over the spin-resolved densities of electron states *n*~*σ*~ and *N*~*σ*~ in the tip and substrate, respectively, which are assumed to have a slow energy variation. By defining (), we obtain . Here, the total density of electron states and the spin polarization in the tip (substrate) are denoted by *n*~0~ (*N*~0~) and *p*~*t*~ (*P*~*s*~) ∈ (0, 1), respectively, whereas *θ* defines the angle between the spin quantization axes of the tip and substrate. The current is proportional to the sum of the spin polarizations in the tip and substrate. Therefore, a necessary condition for the current in [Eq. (4)](#eq14){ref-type="disp-formula"} to be finite is that at least one electrode supports spin polarized electrons and that *P*~*s*~ ≠ −*p*~*t*~cos *θ*.

Two-level system
----------------

Next, we consider a simplified example of the ESR using an external electric field applied to a localized spin moment, defined by a degenerate two-level system with the states and energies {\|*n*〉, *ε*~*n*~}, *n* = 1, 2, where *ε*~*n*~ = *ε*~0~. We can write the spin Hamiltonian , where *ω*~*r*~ = *gμ*~*B*~*B*~*z*~ defines the resonance energy. Here, (*d*~*n*~) creates (annihilates) a particle in the state \|*n*〉 and , whereas *B*~*z*~ is a static external magnetic field, *g* is the gyromagnetic ratio, *μ*~*B*~ is the Bohr magneton, and *E* is the effective coupling between the states \|1〉 and \|2〉 provided by the electric field with frequency *ω*~*E*~. Without loss of generality we can assume that *ε*~0~ = 0. The system is transformed into the rotating reference frame of the electric field through , with , in order to eliminate the time-dependence from the Hamiltonian at the cost of introducing the energy shift (−1)^*n*^*ω*~*E*~/2 to the energy *ε*~*n*~. The eigenstates of the resulting model are given by \|±〉 = *α*~±~\|0〉 + *β*~±~\|1〉, with corresponding eigenenergies . [Figure 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the spin states of the local moment split up under application of an external static magnetic field and an external fluctuating electric field while the plots in [Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show *ε*~±~ as function of *ω*~*E*~ for different electric field strengths *E* = 0.1 *μ*eV (black), 1 *μ*eV (yellow), and 10 *μ*eV (red) at *B*~*z*~ = 200 mT.

In the eigenstate representation we can write , where defines the distribution of the density of occupied states in the two-level system. Inserting the expression for 〈*S*~*z*~(*ω*)〉 into the current, [Eq. (4)](#eq14){ref-type="disp-formula"}, yields

This contribution provides a time-dependent current with the characteristic frequencies *ε*~±~ which are mixtures of the intrinsic energies of the two-level system and the parameters of the external electric field. The finiteness of this current crucially relies on the inequality which is, typically, fulfilled whenever the states are non-degenerate. By tuning the frequency of the electric field into resonance *ω*~*E*~ → *ω*~*r*~, such that , see [Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the frequency of the current *I*^(2)^(*t*, *V*) is minimized and for small coupling *E*, the current becomes nearly constant, see [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}.

Experimental resolution of the high frequency oscillations in the tunneling current generally presents a great challenge and it is often more convenient to measure the time-averaged current . Within the two-level system we obtain

This average is finite only for *ε*~*s*~ ≈ 0, which corresponds to the presence of a constant term in [Eq. (6)](#eq29){ref-type="disp-formula"}, see [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} where we plot 〈*I*^(2)^〉(*V*; *ω*~*E*~). Hence, by tuning the frequency *ω*~*E*~ into resonance the total current is increased roughly by , see [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The traces in [Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show 〈*I*^(2)^〉(*V*; *ω*~*E*~) for different magnetic fields *B*~*z*~ (see figure caption for details) and the plots clearly demonstrate the linear shift of the resonance frequency, in excellent agreement with the results in[@b32].

Discussion
==========

In many studies of localized spin interacting with tunneling currents, the intrinsic spin Hamiltonian is assumed to be on the form[@b40][@b41][@b42][@b43][@b44]

where *D* and *E* represent the uniaxial and transverse anisotropy fields, respectively, whereas **B** is the effective magnetic field. Here, we show that this model can be justified as a result of interactions between the localized spin and the electrons in the substrate (and in the tip) as well as from the interactions between the localized spin and the tunneling current. We also show that these contributions to the anisotropies can be controlled by the voltage bias and the distance between the tip and the sample, where the latter effect may be viewed in perspective of the results in[@b45][@b46].

Starting from the model given in [Eq. (1)](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we construct an effective model for the local spin on the Keldysh contour in order to account for the non-equilibrium conditions in the system. By integrating out the Fermionic degrees of freedom[@b47][@b48][@b49][@b50], the pertinent effective spin action for this interaction assumes the form

where the current-current propagator , and .

By grouping into three contributions, one finds a term proportional to which does not couple to the spin and will, therefore, be omitted. The other two terms, which are proportional to *T*~0~*T*~1~ and , respectively, provide (i) a current induced magnetic field (*B*~*t*~), and (ii) current induced uniaxial (*D*~*t*~) and transverse (*E*~*ij*~, *i*, *j* = *x*, *y*) anisotropy fields acting on the local spin. We analyze the effect of the two anisotropy fields by mapping this model onto an effective Hamiltonian on the form \[In principle there is also a contribution of the type which, however, vanishes identically for a single spin.\]

where the magnetic, or, fine structure field with , whereas the uniaxial anisotropy and transverse anisotropy .

Before we discuss the properties of these fields, we show how the model in [Eq. (10)](#eq43){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be turned into the form represented by in [Eq. (8)](#eq36){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Noticing that and , we rotate the *xy*-plane using the unitary transformation which enables us to write the model as

Here, the last term merely provides a constant shift of the excitation spectrum and is therefore discarded. Finally, by switching to the ladder operators , we retain the form given in [Eq. (8)](#eq36){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

We proceed by considering the properties of the current induced fields *B*~*t*~, *D*~*t*~, and *E*~*ij*~. For simplicity, we approximate the current propagator by decoupling into single electron Green functions (GFs) according to , where is the GF for the lead *χ* = *L*, *R*. We also assume that back-action effects from the localized spin moment on the tunneling electrons are negligible.

For stationary bias voltages the integrals in the current induced fields *B*~*t*~, *D*~*t*~, and *E*~*ij*~ can be evaluated. In particular, for collinear spin polarized leads we have

In order to estimate the effect of the induced fields, we treat the summations and densities of electron states in the tip and substrate as above. We obtain

Here, the real part of essentially depends on the band widths *D*~*t*~ (*D*~*s*~) of the metallic tip (substrate) while the imaginary part depends linearly on the voltage bias *V* across the junction. We notice that the induced fields depend on the densities of electron states in the tip (*n*~0~) and substrate (*N*~0~) as well as the voltage bias across the junction. More important, however, is the strong dependence on their respective spin polarization. For instance, the induced magnetic field is finite for spin polarized currents, unless the tip and substrate are equally spin polarized but in anti-parallel orientation (*P*~*s*~ = −*p*~*t*~cos*θ*). While the uniaxial and transverse anisotropy fields and , respectively, are finite for all non-equilibrium conditions \[This is true for *D*~*t*~ () except in the extreme case with half-metallic tip and substrate in anti-parallel (parallel) configuration, e.g., *P*~*s*~ = −*p*~*t*~ cos *θ* = 1 (*P*~*s*~ = *p*~*t*~ cos * θ* = 1).\], the total uniaxial anisotropy , c.f. [Eq. (11)](#eq54){ref-type="disp-formula"}, is finite only when both the tip and substrate are spin polarized. Finally, the transverse anisotropy field is finite for spin polarized currents except when the tip and substrate are spin polarized equally and in parallel configuration (*P*~*s*~ = *p*~*t*~ cos *θ*).

The above discussion can be equally applied to the (exchange) interactions between the localized spin and the electrons in the tip (substrate). By generalizing the derivation in, e.g., refs [@b49], [@b50], [@b51] one finds that the resulting anisotropy fields (i) are finite only in materials with non-trivial magnetic structure, e.g., finite spin polarization and/or spin chirality (spin-orbit coupling) and (ii) can be summarized in a model on the form given in [Eq. (8)](#eq36){ref-type="disp-formula"}. However, for finite spin-orbit coupling terms proportional to *S*~*x*~*S*~*z*~, *S*~*y*~*S*~*z*~, etc, contribute to the model.

Regarding the influence of the electric field, we notice that an electric field **E**(*t*) acts on the local spin according to . Using the procedure that was employed to derive [Eqs. (8](#eq36){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([9](#eq37){ref-type="disp-formula"}) on this contribution, we obtain an effective Hamiltonian on the form , where *V*~+/−/⊥~(*t*) describe different combinations of the *x*- and *y*-components of **E**(*t*).

In the experiments reported in ref. [@b32], a spin polarized tip is used to measure the response of adsorbed Fe and Co atoms, and while the MgO substrate lacks magnetization it may provide a finite spin-orbit coupling. The experimental results show that the ESR which was observed for Fe is completely absent for Co. We propose an explanation for this different behavior based on the anisotropy fields induced by the polarized tunneling current. As the spin polarization *P*~*s*~ in the substrate is negligible, the above discussion suggests that the uniaxial anisotropy induced from the tunneling current vanishes, while the transverse field is finite. Employing [Eq. (11)](#eq54){ref-type="disp-formula"} to a spin *S* = 2, pertaining to Fe adsorbed onto MgO[@b32][@b52], assuming a negative uniaxial anisotropy *D* induced by the coupling to the substrate, we find that the ground and first excited states are given as the superpositions

where the coefficients *α*~*n*~, *β*~*n*~, and *γ*~*n*~ depend on the parameters of the model. Here, the eigenstates are expressed in terms of the Fock basis \|*S*, *m*~*z*~〉. The transition matrix element between the ground and first excited states induced by the electric field, , is in this case finite. The transitions are, hence, accessible through the EPR measurement, despite no spin angular momentum in the *z*-direction of the Fock basis is provided. In the case of a spin *S* = 3/2, which is relevant for Co adsorbed onto MgO[@b53], the situation is quite different. As ground and first excited states we obtain

Notice that these states do not share the same Fock states which implies that for spin transitions to take place, spin angular momentum in the *z*-direction of the Fock basis has to be provided by either the external time-dependent field or by the tunneling current. However, the current contribution we discuss in the present paper does not support any exchange of spin angular momentum between the current and the localized spin moment, hence, it can only be provided by the external source. A linearly polarized electric field does not provide the necessary spin angular momentum which means that no ESR can be achieved, which is also verified by the vanishingly small transition matrix element in this case. We therefore conjecture that the current induced anisotropies are sufficient to generate the electric field controlled ESR for localized moments with integer spins (1, 2, \...) but not with half integer spins (1/2, 3/2, \...).

The existence of the anisotropy fields exerted by the tip (substrate) and tunneling current on the local spin moment in presence of spin polarization, opens for controlled manipulations of the spectral details of the localized spin moment, in analogy to the measurements on local spin moments using superconducting STM[@b45][@b46]. As the exchange interaction between the spin and the electrons in the tip (substrate) depends exponentially on the distance between the tip (substrate) and the sample, based on our previous results[@b54][@b55] we predict that the ESR frequency shifts as a function of the distance between the tip (substrate) and the sample. Experimentally, this is likely to be verified most easily by varying the distance of a spin polarized tip relative to the sample. The resulting increased anisotropy then generates a redistributed spin excitation spectrum which accordingly changes the resonance frequency.

Conclusions
===========

In conclusion, we have introduced a theoretical tool for ESR using spin polarized STM and an external time-dependent electromagnetic field. We show that ESR in this configuration is possible only under spin polarized conditions since the spin asymmetry is required in order to probe local spin fluctuations. Furthermore, we show that the spin polarized conditions in the system are sufficient to generate finite uniaxial and transverse anisotropy fields as well as a current induced magnetic field, which act on the local spin moment. These fields are sufficient to support electric field induced ESR between the ground and first excited states for integer spin moments, while no ESR signal is expected in this set-up for half integer spins. Our results are in excellent agreement with the experimental observations of ESR reported in ref. [@b32]. We finally predict that the strengths of the anisotropy fields depend on the distance between the tip (substrate) and the sample, which opens for controlled manipulations of the spin excitation spectrum. Accordingly, the ESR frequency is expected to shift as function of this distance.
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![Set-up for ESR using SP-STM and time-dependent electric field.\
(**a**) A spin polarized STM set-up with a magnetic tip and localized paramagnetic moment **S**. A static magnetic field **B** generates a spin polarization in the local moment. The electric field **E** drives the spin resonance with detuning frequency *ω*~*E*~. (**b**) Schematics of a two-level system under vanishing magnetic field (**B** = 0) for which the levels are degenerate, and under finite magnetic field (**B** ≠ 0) for which the levels are split by *gμ*~*B*~*B*~*z*~. Application of the electric field **E**(*t*) generates a coupling between the states and the effective level separation is controlled via the detuning frequency *ω*~*E*~.](srep25584-f1){#f1}

![Frequency dependence of energy spectrum and transport data.\
(**a**) Eigenenergies *ε*~±~ as function of *ω*~*E*~ for different electric field strengths *E* = 0.1 *μ*eV (black), 1 *μ*eV (yellow), and 10 *μ*eV (red) at *B* = 200 mT. (**b**) Corresponding current *I*^(2)^(*t*) as function of time (left) for different frequencies *ω*~*E*~ and time averaged current 〈*I*^(2)^〉(*ω*~*E*~) as function of *ω*~*E*~ in the case *E* = 0.1 *μ*eV. (**c**) Time averaged current 〈*I*^(2)^〉(*ω*~*E*~) using *E* = 0.1 *μ*eV in increasing order for the magnetic field strengths *B*~*z*~ ∈ (50, 350) mT with increments of 50 mT. Traces are off-set for clarity. Other parameters are *n*~0~ = *N*~0~ = 1, *p*~*t*~ = 1/2, *P*~*s*~ = 0, and *T* = 0.6 K.](srep25584-f2){#f2}
